Injectable Training Model
LF00952U & LF00953U
INSTRUCTION CARD

ABOUT THE SIMULATOR
Nasco developed a lifelike trainer to enhance training for intradermal, subcutaneous, and intramuscular injecting. The material feels like real human flesh. It can be pinched and punctured for injections repeated times.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Dry injecting is recommended. The trainer will reject water or any liquid injected into the trainer. Solvents or corrosive materials will damage the simulator.

SN
Note: Save this card should you need to reference the Serial Number above.

Actual product may vary slightly from photo. Nasco reserves the right to change product color, materials, supplies, or function as needed.

5-Year Warranty
CARE OF THE SIMULATOR
Normal soil can be removed with mild soap and water. Nasco Cleaner will remove stubborn stains. Apply Nasco Cleaner to the soiled area and wipe clean with a soft cloth or paper towel. Allow to dry thoroughly before storing. Never place the simulator on newsprint or any kind of printed paper, plastic, or ballpoint pen. These materials will transfer indelible stains.

AVAILABLE SUPPLIES
LF01049U Suture Kit with DVD Collection
LF07000U Suture Replacement
LF07000(A)U Suture Replacement, Pkg. of 5
LF09919U Nasco Cleaner
LF03461U Optional Carry Case
C00879U Mayo Hegar Needle Holder

Available Life/form Simulators
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